Liebe_r Künstler_innen,
it‘s a pleasure having you at the Edel Extra <3.
We‘re really looking forward to seeing your show and having a good time
with you. In order to make everything as shiny lovely brilliant as possible,
here‘s what we need asap_
- short CV or some lines about your biography
- titel of the exhibition
- picture for digital publication (jpg/png, 720px +)
here‘s what we need next_
- text / some lines on the exhibition
- information if anybody will talk at the opening (and who)
- if you want: print data for posters
these are the corporate company rules_
- you can work at Edel Extra from 8am – 8pm and make noise.
- after 8pm it has to be absolutely silent. ABSOLUTELY!
- you can drill in the walls and paint everything as you like. tools are in
the wooden wall closet and steel cupboard. paint is in the „Loch“ (take the
ladder and look above the oven). please leave the Edel after the exhibition as
it was before or even better.
- pedestals, tables and other stuff is in the basement. ask for the key.
- you can help yourself at the fridge whilst working and exhibiting.
please do not give away free drinks to others bc that‘s how we make a living.
- we can pay you back some money (between 50 and 100€) for your
expenses. please keep your bills and ask us for the printed form.
- you may put on the gas ovens + even leave on overnight at 2 or so.
- you find the login data for wifi on the wooden wall closet.
instagram takeover_
for the duration of your exhibition you are invited to take over our instagram account. username is edelextra and login is extraedel2017
exhibition surveillance_
we‘ll make a doodle for all the dates and together with you try to find
enough people to supervise the exhibition – which normally works very well!
we guess that‘s it! if you have any further questions just ask!!

